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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

Scheduled Orders 
 

Summary of Scheduled Order Program: 

 

To access ‘Scheduled Order Entry’ from the main menu, go to the following: 
Sales Order Processing > Processing… > Scheduled Orders… 

 

There is a user right required to be able to access Scheduled Orders, and this user right is RTSO – Right to 
Scheduled Orders.   

 

When you access the Scheduled Orders submenu, the system will display an additional 5 menu options: 

 

� Scheduled Order Entry 

� Release Scheduled Orders 

� Release Scheduled Order Inquiry 

� Scheduled Order Reports  

� Close Completed Orders 

 

Each of these programs will be documented in detail separately. 

 

The Scheduled Orders program gives users the ability to create a blanket order that contains a release schedule 
based on when the customer want the goods delivered to them. 
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Scheduled Order Entry 

 

When creating a scheduled order, the DOC type located at the top left hand side of the order will read SO, whereas 
regular orders will have a DOC type that read OE.  This is how you can identify the difference between a scheduled 
order, and a regular order.    

  

Proceed to enter your order as per usual.  After you enter the product code, and tab, the system will automatically 
display the following screen below:  Note the Maximum Value field is not linked to any processing, and currently 
does not do anything. 

 

 
 

There are several ‘buttons’ located across the middle of the ‘Order Entry’ screen depending on where your cursor is 
parked.  The following buttons will be displayed when the cursor is parked on the product code field.  The buttons 
have the following functions: 
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Maximum Value:  This field is not used, and does not do anything.  Confirmed by programmer on Service ID 19236. 

 

Commit and Purchase Total Scheduled Qty: When this is checked ‘true’ the entire scheduled order  will get picked 
up in purchasing enabling the system to purchase the ‘total quantity’ in one shot.  For example, the user may want 
to set up a scheduled order of 1000 pieces.  They’ve set up the ‘Release Schedule’.  However, because they’re 
ordering a large quantity, they want to buy it all at the same time, not just have the system purchase it per date on 
the ‘Release Schedule’.  When this flag is checked, the system will update the backordered qty, so it can be picked 
up in Planned PO.  When the PO is generated through Planned PO Preparation, it will be linked to the scheduled 
order.  When the PO is received, it will not flush to the scheduled order.  The PO receiving- back order flush report 
will indicate that the stock was received for a scheduled order, and this is the user’s indication of what the stock is 
for.  When you create a release order from a scheduled order that is flagged as Commit and Purchase Total 
Scheduled Qty, the system will start to reduce the Qty on backorder from the Scheduled order.  As the released 
orders are confirmed, the system will update the Shipped Qty field of the Scheduled order also.   

 

Ship from Available Stock When Released:  When this is checked ‘true’ the system will not purchase the entire 
scheduled order qty. When the release is created, the system will check for available stock at that time. If there is 
insufficient available stock to fill the release order, the system will display a message indicating this, and ask the user 
if they wish to continue anyway.  The user can either answer YES, to proceed in releasing the order, or they can click 
NO, which means that no release is created. The user will then need to run PPP to have the release order picked up 
to be purchased.   It will check for available stock when the release orders are created.   At the time that the release 
orders are created, the system will update the shipped qty fields (flush order) if there is enough available stock to fill 
it. 

 

ACCEPT: Accepts the line, and created a new line for the next release record.  

 

CLEAR SCHEDULE: Will clear the entire release schedule screen, and allows you to start over.  

 

CHANGE STATUS:  This button allows the user to change the status of the release on which the user is parked to 
‘HOLD’.  By pressing the button again, it changes back to ‘OPEN’.  The user cannot release a line on hold! 
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Continue to enter your release scheduled based on the customer’s requirements.  You have two options; you can 
manually create the releases, by entering in the release number. This should be a unique number for each line that 
represents the record.  You can use the date, or a numerical sequence such as REL1, REL2 etc. 

There is an ‘auto Build’ button located at the bottom of the screen, where you can have the system build your 
release schedule for you.   See print screen below for more info on the release schedule: 

 

 
 

If you are using the Auto Build feature, enter the Qty per release, the release frequency ie, weekly, monthly etc, the 
Number of releases, and the first release date, and then click on the Build Schedule button. 
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When you use the Auto Build feature, the release reference number that the system uses is numeric.  The Release 
schedule can be modified after it has been created, up until the release order is created.  Once the release order has 
been created, then the release can’t be modified, and if you need to adjust qty’s it needs to be done on a 
subsequent release. Once you are finished entering the release schedule either manually or through the Auto Build 
Feature, click on the Exit button to return back to the Scheduled Order Entry Screen. 

 

The cursor will park on the ‘Qty Ord’ field.  The quantity Ordered will be the sum of all of the ‘Release Quantity’s’ in 
your ‘Release Schedule’ for the line item.  The user is unable to modify this number on this screen, even when in 
modify mode; because the qty comes from the release schedule.  However, should the user need to make a change, 
you can park in the Qty field, and hit F5, this will trigger the Release Schedules maintenance screen to reappear 
again. 

Qty Shipped: The system will bypass this field as this is a ‘Scheduled Order’.  The shipped quantity is updated 
once a release has been confirmed. 

Qty B/O:  The system will bypass this field as this is a ‘Scheduled Order’.  If the fields ‘Commit and Purchase Total 
Scheduled Qty’ is checked ‘true’, the system will put the ‘Qty Ord’ amount in the ‘Qty B/O’d’ field this will trigger it 
to be picked up in Planned PO.  If only the 2nd field ‘Commit Available Stock When Released’ is checked ‘true’, the 
system will mark the ‘Qty B/O’d’ field as 0. 

 

To delete a line from the Order, highlight the line you wish to remove and then use the F3 key to delete it.  The 
system will ask the user to confirm this choice (YES/NO).  

Enter additional lines on the order by using the arrow key and arrow down to the next available line.  Note -  it is 
important that line items containing the same ‘Release Reference’ will combine on the released order.  Therefore, it 
is important for the user to ensure that the ‘Required Dates’ are also the same for like release references.   

 

Once finished with the line details, hit the ESC (escape) key to access the bottom portion of the Scheduled Order 
Entry screen.  This is necessary, as the system will save the line detail information to a file at this time and refresh the 
totals. 

 

Located at the bottom of the ‘Expiry Date’ field. There is currently no functionality built into this field.  It is just an 
information field for now that can be used for querying purposes. 

 

Misc Info: 

 

When/if the user decides to print a ‘Scheduled Order’ after entering it, all of the Release Numbers, Required Dates, 
and Quantities pertaining to each release will also print out on the copy of the order. 

 

The user cannot confirm or invoice a ‘Scheduled Order’, just the ‘Release Orders’. 
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Release Scheduled Orders Program 

 

Once Scheduled Orders have been entered, the release orders need to be released so they can be shipped to the 
customer.  There are 2 methods for releasing Scheduled Order lines into regular orders, manually and automatically.   

 

Manual Method allows the user to manually select the Schedule Order they need to release, and enter the 
quantities that need to be released per line.   

 

Automatic Method will release the orders based on the required date and lead times specified in Business Rule So 
# 21.  This business rule allows you to set a number of days.  The number of days is used as a buffer when releasing 
scheduled orders automatically.  This represents how long it takes to process, pick and ship an order.  Below is a 
print screen of the release options: 

 

 
 

To Purchase a Scheduled Order 

When both flags in the ‘Release Schedule’ is true ('Commit and Purchase the Total Scheduled Quantity' and 'Commit 
Available Stock When Released'), PPP must be run prior to releasing any orders off of the Scheduled Order. 

 

When only the 2nd flag in the ‘Release Schedule’ is true ('Commit Available Stock When Released'), orders must be 
released off of the Scheduled Order prior to running PPP. 

 

Go into Purchase Order Processing – Purchase Order Processing – Planned P/O Preparation and make sure the  

‘Include Backorders’ field is checked ‘true’.  Once the details on the Preparation screen are complete, select the OK 
button to proceed or the CANCEL button to abort.  Depending on what flags were checked as ‘true’ in the ‘Release 
Schedule’ screen while creating the Scheduled Order itself, the system will calculate the quantity to be purchased.  
For example, if both of the flags were ‘true’ (‘Commit and Purchase the Total Scheduled Qty’ and ‘Commit Available 
Stock When Released’ the system will pick up the total quantity on the Scheduled Order (i.e. 1000 pieces) and bring 
it into purchasing.  When the details are correct, use the VALIDATE button.  Next, select the GEN P/O’s button and 
print the purchase order.  The p/o may be edited in P/O Maintenance.   The purchase order will then be received in 
P/O Receiving and updated in Stock Receipts Register. 
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Manual Release of Scheduled Orders 

Once the MANUAL button is selected, a new screen will appear – see below titled ‘Release Scheduled Orders’ and 
the Order No., Customer Code and Customer Name is displayed.  Click on the order you wish to release.  There are 
3 buttons on the bottom right of the screen: 

 

 
 

SELECT ORDER – Once the user clicks on an order in the list and uses this button, a new screen appears titled 
‘Scheduled Order Details’ (see below). 

 

UPDATE BATCH – If a batch is waiting to be updated, this button will be highlighted.  Once selected, the batch will 
be updated – orders will be released. 

 

EXIT – Exits the user from the ‘Release Scheduled Orders’ screen back to the main menu. 

 

Manual release basically allows the user to select any Scheduled Order and Release Reference to release by entering 
a Release Quantity.  To do this, click on the ‘Product Code’ you wish to release.  The bottom table will display all of 
the possible releases.  Simply enter the ‘Release Quantity’.  Note the ‘Release Quantity’ can be greater than or less 
than the ‘Required Quantity’.  The user will notice that the status changes from ‘Open’ to ‘Tagged for Release’ and 
the system will backfill the ‘Date Released’ field.   

 

Manual release is batch oriented, so the user can select as many items as they wish.  When the user EXIT’s the 
program, there is logic in place to determine if any items were selected. 

Once finished with the ‘Scheduled Order Details’ screen, use the EXIT button.  A ‘Batch Options’ screen will appear 
whereby the user has the option of viewing all of their selections, canceling the batch or updating the batch. .  Once 
the user chooses to proceed with ‘Updating the Batch’, orders are created.  Canceling the batch will reset all tagged 
items back to the ‘open’ status. 
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Automatic Release of Scheduled Orders 

Once the AUTOMATIC button is selected, a ‘Release Scheduled Orders’ window appears and the user must enter the 
‘Processing Date’ or F5 for the calendar to select a date.  Once entered, use the PROCEED button to accept or the 
EXIT button to abort.  A ‘Batch Options’ screen will appear whereby the user has the option of viewing all of their 
selections, canceling the batch or updating the batch.  Once the user chooses to proceed with ‘Updating the Batch’, 
orders are created.  Canceling the batch will reset all tagged items back to the ‘open’ status. 

 

Automatic releasing of Scheduled Orders uses a formula to determine when/if specific items should be released 
based on the release schedule’s ‘Required Date’ field.  There are 3 factors involved in determining the ‘suggested 
release date’. 

Factor 1 – Business Rule #OP21 – Scheduled Order Lead Time (Days) 

Factor 2 – Customer ‘Shipping Lead Time’ (Days) 

Factor 3 – Primary Supplier ‘Lead Time’ (Days) 

 

Example of calculation: let’s assign Factor 1 = 2 days, Factor 2 = 1 day, and Factor 3 = 7 days.  The customer 
required date is ‘Jan 31/2001’ and the processing date is ‘Jan 19/2001’. 

Customer Required Date – (Factor 1 + Factor 2 + Factor 3) 

Jan 31/2001 – 10 Days = Jan 21/2001 

If the suggested release date of Jan 21/2001 is <= processing date of Jan 19/2001, the items are released and an 
order will be created.  The order(s) must then be printed via ‘Batch Printing of Orders’ (see #5 below). 

 

Notes:   

 

The order date will be the processing date for automatic selection and the current system date for manual selection. 

 

Also, the ‘Scheduled Quantity’ field in the Inventory Product Master and Warehouse Inventory Master is reduced by 
the released quantity.  Committed and Backorder quantities will also be adjusted based on applicable quantities. 

 

All orders created will be marked ‘Ship Complete’ by default. 

 

Whether MANUAL or AUTOMATIC, ‘Released Scheduled Orders’ can be viewed in ‘Released Scheduled Orders 
Inquiry’, your next menu option. 

 

Once orders have been released, they can be treated like all other basic orders in the system.  For example, they will 
be printed in the ‘Batch Printing of Orders’ if the product(s) are not on backorder.  This is done through Sales Order 
Processing – Sales Order Processing – Batch Printing of Orders.  They can also be Confirmed/Invoiced through A/R – 
Sales Order Invoicing, etc.    

 

When the user is in ‘Order Entry’ in the line detail, select the WAREHOUSE button while the cursor is parked in the 
‘Qty Ord’ field and F5/Zoom in the ‘Qty Scheduled’ field to view/drill down to the order. 
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Released Scheduled Order Inquiry  

 

Using this program, users are able to view all Scheduled Orders that have been released so far. 

 

 
 

The user must enter/select a date in the ‘From Release Date’ field.  PROCEED to continue or EXIT to abort the 
program. 

 

This program is basically an audit of all Scheduled Orders Released.  Below is a print screen of what the program 
looks like: 

The user has the ability to click on an ‘SO Number’ and 
ZOOM or use the F5 key to view the ‘Order Entry’ screen.  
Whichever ‘SO Number’ is highlighted in the top table 
will have its details displayed in the bottom table with 
the following details: 

� Released Order # 

� Line 

� Order Date 

� Quantity Ordered/Shipped/Backordered 

� Sell Price 

� Extension 

� Required Date 

� Warehouse # 

The ‘Order Status’ is also displayed (i.e. Open/Closed/Invoiced). 

 

EXIT when finished with the Inquiry. 

 

Note:  Once orders have been released, they can be treated like all other basic orders in the system.  For example, 
they will be printed in the ‘Batch Printing of Orders’ if the product(s) are not on backorder.   
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Scheduled Orders Report 

 

The ‘Scheduled Order Report’ provides a listing of all open scheduled orders on file. 

 

There are several range options on this report.  They are as follows: 

 
Sort Method: 

� Scheduled Order 

� Customer 

� Order Date 

Report Options: 

� Summary 

� Detailed – when this is selected, the box ‘Print Release Schedule’ beneath it is automatically flagged 

Report Device: 

� Screen 

� Printer 

� Range Options: 

� From/To Order Number 

� From/To Customer 

� From/To Order Date 
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Close Completed Orders 

 

This program enables the user to easily mark any Scheduled Orders that have been completed ‘Closed’. 

 

 
 

A window will appear stating ‘This program will close all completed scheduled orders – PROCEED or EXIT’.   

When PROCEED is selected, the system will scan through all Scheduled Orders and check that all releases have been 
released.  If the Scheduled Order is completed, it is marked closed.  This saves the user having to close all of these 
orders manually. The conditions to have the order closed by this program is that all orders must be released, and 
the final release needs to be invoiced, and the register must be updated, otherwise when this program is run, the 
scheduled order will not be closed. 

 

When EXIT is selected, the system aborts the program and returns the user to the main menu. 

 

 

 

 


